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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present a user-friendly' multimedia system calLed TerraFly, which is used
for Geographical lnformation System (GIS) applications. This system makes a iarge number
of remotel-v sensed images available to the general public. TerraFly'can let the user interact
with the system and explore spatial data of their
choosing without advanced knowiedge of these
data. A client/server architecture is used in the
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TerraFly system. This system implements a highperformance semantic multimedia spatiai database
for the storage and retrievai of all the dara used
by the system and aliov's users to fly over and
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spatial data they are deaiing with; (3) They need
some special hardware requi.rements, which e!
ther are expensive or limit the usage of such sofrware - for example, ARC/INFO needs a number of UNIX-based workstations installed with
complete GIS software; (a) The softr-are applications are expensive. To address ai1 these issues,
the High Performance Database Research Center (HPDRC) [9] has developed a user-friendly
multimedia system called Terrafly. The database

answ'ering range

queries and nearest neighbor queries. This server
is implemented using a muitithread environmenc

with thread pools. The TerraFly client is implemented using Java. It has a communication
interface to synchronize data retrieved by both
the database server and ilformation server. Detaii.ed examples are presented to show the ease
of use and the power of the TerraFly systems.

system of Terrafly eficientiy stores and retrieves

Keywords: TerraFly. GIS, Databases.

multi-dimensional. spaces such as image data as
well as alphanumeric data. One goai of the Terrafly project is to make the large number of remotely sensed Tmages available to the general
public. This means that the Terrafly system
does not constra.in which computer systems users
have and, additionally, Terra,f.y can let the user
interact with the system and explore spatial data
of their interest without advanced kaowledge of
these data. So Terrafly is designed based on a
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Arc/Info. Imagine, and ENVI. are available to

manipulate and view' different spatial data. Bur
these tools all have serious drawbacks: (1) They
may sufer from ineff.ciency of enrry, storage,
and retrieval of spatial data: (2) They need experts who shouid have both experience in the use
of GIS softw'are and thorough knowiedge of the

data. The informa-

tion server is responsible for
;y

sensed data such as Landsat. SPOT, -{VHRR.
etc. Whiie spatial data has become more readil-v
available nowadal's, the varierv of formars limirs our abilit;r to use the data. Diferent formars
need differenr manipulation to retrieve and use
such data. lvlodern GIS softw-are should handle the inregration of such data from various
sources. -4. number of GIS sofrn-are toois. such

1. INTRODUCTION
The availability and usage of remotely sensed
data has increased dr:matically in recently years.
Techaoiogical advances in computer science and
remote data sensing make tremendous amounts
of spatial information available [2]. Along with
this increased arailability comes the complication ofextraction and storage ofsuch data. There
are a large number of diferent formats of remote

thin-ciient/fat-server architecture. As long as
the users' computer systems satisfy some miaimal requirement,s, Terrafly runs very well across
different piatforms. A user-friendiy GIJI is welldesigned so that it does not require users to have
advanced kaowiedge data, and the servers handie all complexities.
Terrafly is a multi-user real-time spatia.l data
tool that allows users to view, query, and ana-
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Iyze remotely sensed images. It uses a variety
of remote sensed data, some of which inciude
several spectral sensors. Users can fly over the
color composite image of their choice by selecting any of these sensor combinations and the system also gives the user control over the intensitl.
of the colors in the imagery. A Geographical
Names Informarion S.vstem (GNIS) is also inciuded so that (1) the user can selecr the name of
iocale and be instantly transported to that area
on the remotely sensed image; (2) users can do
range queries to get more information of the area
around the locale they selemed; and (3) users can
search the nearest neighbors. In addirion, users
can zoom into an area virtually by s*itching to

.{: Conncction nrappr

Figure 1: TerraFl-v s)'stem architecture

a high-resoluti.on data set.
The Terrafly system impiements a high performance semanric muitimedia spatial database
for the storage and retrier,al of all dara used b1the s}'stem and aliows users to fl.-'* over and manipulate the retrieved data. This database server

architecture forms a complete computing svstem

n'ith a district division of responsibilitl-. Terrafl-v
is based on the three-tier ciienr/sen'er model.
This model is more advanced and flexible than
the traditional two-tier model in that (1) the separation of the appiication logic from ciient, a;nd
server gives a new levei of application logic pro-

is capable of storing a huge amount of binarv
data such as images and other muitimedia data
distributed over TCP/IP networks. The s1'stem includes a multithreaded information server

cesses. This new level of logic processes becomes
more robust because these processes operate independentll' of clients and servers, and (2) this
nen' application logic process malie s1'stem integrarion and evolurion more easier and stable.
The Terrafly'system architecture is shos-n in Fig-

based on a GNIS to provide functionalit-v of range
queries and nearest neighbor queries. To achieve
this functionalit-v, we implemented a:: R-tree rep-

resenting the spatial data structure and its querl'
algorithms. The Terrafly client is a dara-less thin
client v,'orking across the Lrternet.
ln this paper) we discuss Terrafl,v's client/server
architecture and its system components. \!-e also
discuss multithreading and a thread pool model
since they are very important features of Ter-

rafly.

W-e briefl1' describe

ure

1.

Java clients use a connection wrapper to synchronize data transferring. The ciienls send requests to either a web server or information server.

and receive data (image data and textual data)
from different servers. When the web server receives a request from a clienr, the proxy server
will parse the request. retrieve image and textual data reiated to the fl."*-over request from the
database server, and send the data back to the
client. WheB the information server receives a
request from a client, it will search the R-tree,
retrieve information related to range queries and

the R-tree and other

data structures and study a range query algorithm and a nearest neighbor querl' algorithm
used in Terrafly.
This paper is org:ni2sd as follows. Section 2
introduces the system architecture and its com-

ponents of the Terrafly multimedia system. In
Section 3 we present the Terrafly information
server and discuss R-tree and querl' algorithms.

nearest neighbor queries from the database server,
and send the answers to the client.

Conclusions are presented in Section 4.

2.1. Java Client
The Terrafll' client is rvritten using Jara to achieve
piatform independence. A snapshot of the client
is shown is Figure 2. This snapshot represents
a fl-u*-over trace (the white dotted line) from NE

2. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND
COMPONENTS OF TERRAFLY
Terrafll' uses client/server computing. The Terrafl.v client is a Jara-based web application, and
it is a data-iess graphical user interface (GUI).
The sen'ers provide service: namely, the-v retrieve data requested by the clients and ans*'er
queries for the clients. Together. the client/server

(NonhEast) to SW (SouthW'est). The main features of the client inciude:

1. Capability to fl.'- over the Landsat TIvi data,
Digital Orthophoto Quad (DOQ) at different directions b1' positioning the mouse
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2.2. Database Server and proxy Server
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The Terrafli' database sJ*stem is a multimedia
spatial darabase system buiit b1-our group using
the Semantic Objec-Orienred Darabase \lanagemenr System (Sem-ODB) based on Semantic Binary' \iodel [7]. In the Semanric Binarl.
\Iodel, information is represented b-v logical association (reiations) between pairs ofobjects and
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rhe cLassification of objects into categories.
The Semantic Binarl' Nlodel is a natural and
convenient wav of specifuing the iogical strucb"'*
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ture of informarion and defining rhe conceprs of
an appiication's worid. Unlike the rraditionaj
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database s.vstems which consist only of alphanumeric data, the Sem-ODB not onl""- has alphanumeric data, but also has data that cover mujtidimensional spaces such as image data (maps).
Currently, the database contains semantic/textual.
spatiai/ remote sensed (Landsat) and digital dara

2: The white dotted iine represents rhe
fly over trace from NE to SW.
Figure

including Digital Orthophoto Quad (DOQ) (Arial photograph) data. The Sem-ODB provides
very effi.cient data storage and manipuJ.ation.
Terra^fly uses a proxy server to relav data re-

within the image.

quested by clients to the database serverj and to
transmit the data retrieved by Sem-ODB back
to ciients. This proxy needs to use two different protocois, one to interface with ciients, and
the other one to interface with Sem-ODB server.
We use Common Gateway Interface (CGI) as
the first prorocol and Sem-ODB API as the second protocol. CGI is a weli-established method
for web-based client applications to communicate with a remote server. The web server can
handle requests from muitiple clients simultaneously. It can spin off as many CGI processes
as needed, and will perform the mapping of the
communi.cation between the client and its corresponding process. Overail, the use of CGI has
simplified the coding of both the server process
and the client process.
Upon receiviig a request from a Terrafly client,

2. Customized three-band (sensor) combination: users can select some predefined and
useful three-sensor combinations to view
false coior images from a drop down menu.

When users select a new combination) a
different set of images/bands is retrieved
from the database and the selected false
color image is computed and dispiayed within
a window.

3. Advanced three.band color composite: this
application allows scientiic users to enter
any three-band combinations (RGB) that
the user is interested in studyiag or analyzing.

4. RGB intensity control: this option allows
the users to increase or reduce the intensity of any of the bands that represent the

the proxy server must decode the request and retrieve approximate data from the database server.
The proxy process accomplishes this by using
Sem-ODB API. As documented in the programmer's reference [10], ali that the proxy server
needs to do is to find where the database server
is located. If the database is to be opened 1ocally (i.e., the proxy process will also act as the
database manager), it only needs to specify the
compiete path where the database is located. If
there is a separate database manager, the proxy
server needs to specify the compiete IP address
and port number to reach this database manager. After this database connection is estab-

colors.
o.

6.

Capability to issue range queries and nearest neighbor queries.

Capability to obtain feature extraction of
the image.

7. Capability to display online

information (lat-

itude, longitude, regions, etc) of the images
that users are viewing.
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lished, aJI queries can be performed using ApIs
provided by Sem-ODB.

comes into pla.v. That is, the SMP allows us
increase our overall system performance. d
thread is a stream of control that executes its
instructions independently'. and allows a multi_
threaded process to peCorm numerous tasks con_

io

3. TERRAFLY INFORMATION
SERVER

currently. Threads are program states that get
scheduled on a CPU, and they share the same
process Structure and most of rhe operating system states: the address space, file descriptors,

Terrafll' provides an integrated view of spatiai
and associated data along with both the capabilit1' to display and manipulate spatiai images.
Aiso, being a GIS system, Terrafly provides the
capabilities to issue range queries and nearest
neighbor queries to satisfy panicular interests of
scientists and public users. Range queries are
to find spatiai objecrs in a specific area around
a iocation specified b1' users. A sample querl'
is "Find all rental car companies around Miami
International Airport n'ithin six miles." Nearest neighbor queries are used to find the nearest
spatial object to the object the user specifies;
for instance, "Find a car rental compan-y thar is
nearest to Miami lnternational Airport."
The information server is a multithreaded application. It receives requests from ciients through
a UNIX socket. The configuration of the information server is shown in Figure 1. When the
Terra.fly system is booted up initially, the information server reads information from a GNIS

etc.

The Terrafly information server is a classic
softs'are application suitable to use multithreads
- a server needs to handle numerous overlapping

requests simultaneously. Terrafly clients send
Iarge amount of requests that require the server
to do some I/O, process the resuits, and return
the answers. Ever-u* time, upon receiving a request, the server uses the shared R-tree, rather
than replicates one as a process will do. Thus,
we have exploited threads to the full excent r+
sulting in improved performance. To further improve performance, we design the information
server based on thread pooi modei [6]. The main
thread of the server creates a fixed number of
worker threads up front duri.ng the time of server
stanup. and all these worker threads surr,ive for

the duration of the program. When the main
thread receives a nen'request, it places it on a
job queue. Wbrker threads receive requests from
the queue and process them. When a worker
thread completes a request, it removes another
request from the queue.
Compared to the creating of threads on de-

database to extracr essential. information for spatial objects. Based on the information such as
latitude and longitude, an R-rree is created. The
information server ansq/ers queries by searching

this R-tree.

3.1. Multithreaded Information

mand (as in a boss/n'orker model [S]), ttre thread
pool technique improves performance signficantly.
We can reuse the idle threads to handie new requests. Each time the main thread receives a
new request, lhe server prograrn uses one thread
that is ready waiting to process the work. In
a boss/workdr model. the server would create a
new thread to handle a new request- After a
worker finishes the request. the server destroys
the thread. From the clieni's point of view. the
request's processing time (iatencl') is shorter without the time of creati.ng a threbd in the server
side. Figure 3 shows the structure of the threads
pool in Terra$y.

Server

Design
The Terrafl.v Information Server is implemented
in a muitithreaded environment (POSLL threads
in Solaris or Linur). Multithreading is a technique that allows one program to do multiple
tasks concurrentl)'. Although the basic concepts
and research of multirhreadiag programming have
existed for several decades, the emergence ofthis
concept in industry as an accepted standardized
programming technique started in 1990s. The
greatest push is from the emergence of shared
memorv s]'mmetdc multiprocessors (SivIP ) . Il'Iul-

tithreading provides exactiy the right programming paradigm to obtain vastly greater performance b1. making the maximal use of these nes'
machines. Nowadays, the ever-increasing clock
speed of the CPUs allows us to obrain berter
and better performance from processors. However, the speeds of bus, memory, and peripheral
devices in computer s-vstems iimit the overall
performance. and it is exactly where the S\{P

3.2. R-trees
R-trees 14] were proposed as a natural el-tension
of B-trees with index records in its ieaf nodes
containing pointers ro data objects. R-trees are
designed to organize a collection of arbitrary spatial objects b,v- representing them as d-dimensional
rectangles. \tr'e briefl,v describe the R-tree data
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The drawback of R-trees is that they do not
result in a disjoint decomposirion of space, and
an object is only' associated w-ith one bound_
ary rectangie. This properr-v makes zero overlap
between two (or more) Ieaf fuIBRs, unachievable, unless we kaow the dara points in adl-ance.
The performance of R-rree searching depends
heavill* on non-overlap and obviously efficienr
R-rree searching demands that overiap be minimized. But it is hard to control the overlap
during the d.vnamic splits of R-trees, and efficient search degrades. Several tree structures
have been developed. such as R+ trees [tl], cell
trees [3], and R* trees [1] to achieve non-overlap
at the expense of space. These trees are based

Figure 3: The structure of the thread pool in the
information server.

on the decomposition of the rectangles represent-

ing objects into smailer sub-recrangies representing partitions of sub-objects in order to avoid

structure here for the purpose of compieteness.
There are a few important features of R-trees:

overlap among minimal bounding rectangies. If
a given rectangle covering a spatial object at
the leaf level overiap with another rectangle, we
decompose it into several non-overlapping subrectangies, all of which make up the original recrangle. AII pointers of such sub-rectangles point
to the same spatial object. This splitting mechanism is propagating up to the nonleafnodes, and
thus, the non-overlap is achieved. These structures exhibit very good search performance, especially for point querying, at the expense of extra space. However, they have drawback that the
decomposition is data-dependent. This means
that it is dificult to perform tasks that require
composition of different data sets.
In the Terrafly system, *'e use R-trees be-

(1) like B-trees, the-'- remain balanced, but the.v
maintain dJ-namic adjustable index structure that
deals with "dead space" on the pictures, as quadtrees
do: (2) all lea"f nodes store fuil non-atomic spatial
objects and thus we can do a natural and highlevei object-oriented search; (3) often the nodes
corresponds to disk pages and thus the pararneters defining the tree are chosen so that a small
number of nodes is visited during a spatial query.
Based on these features. we can see that R-trees
can be used to do a direct spatial search for some
non-atomic spatial objects, can be used to represent a medium such as quadtrees, and can be
used as a storage structure. Following is the brief

description of the R-tree structure.
Let M be the maximum number of entries of
one node and rn S Ml2 be a parameter specifying the minimum number of entries in a node.
An R-tree structure specfies the following prop-

cause one goal of Terrafly is to deai with a number of different data sets, and other data structures are not sufficient to do this job. I\rther-

more, based on our research work, we found that

erties:

when we deai with 2-dimensionai spatial point
objects of GMS, we do not encounter a significant overlapping problem. The R-tree is wellsuited to our queries and can save iarge amounts
of space.

1. A1l leal nodes appear at the same level;

2. Each entry in a leaf node is a 2-tuple of
the form (]vIBR,ozd) such that MBR is
the minimum boundary rectangle that spatially contains object pointed by oid;

3.3. Rauge Query end Nearest Neighbor
Query in TerraFiy

3. Each entry in a non-leaf uode is a 2-tuple
of the form (MBR,ptr) such that MBR
is the minimum boundary rectangle that
spatially contains rbe MBR in the chiid
node pointed by ptr.

TerraFly provides users with range query and
nearest neighbor query capabilities. A range query
searches spatial objects in a specific covering area
arouad a specific spatial object that a user has
selected. Given a user-specified point (latitude,

4. Parameters rn and M indicate that each
node in the tree contains between m and
M entries, with the exception of the root'
which has at least two entries unless it is a

r, and an R-tree whose
root node is RT, a range query finds all index

longitude), a distance

records whose rectangies overlap the area

ified by (latitude, longitude) and

IeaJ node.
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spec-

The range

query search algorithm descends the tree from
the root in a manner simiiar to B-tree. How_
ever, if zero-overiap is not attainable, then more
than one subtree under a node may need to be
searched, and it is not possible to guarantee good
worst-case performance. Carefully designed Rtree insertion and update algorithms wili well
maintain the tree so as to minimize the searching of irrelevant regions of indexed space, and

[4]

l5l

l6l

to find the K

nearest neighbor (K-NN) objects to a given poinr
in a space. Such queries are substantially different from the search aigorithm of a range query.
In Terrafly, we use an eficient algorithm based
on the branch-and-bound algorithm for processing exact K-NN queries for the R-trees [8].

[7]
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lo this paper, a GIS system calied Terrafly is
introduced. The Terrafly system is a multimedia application that ailows users to view image,
manipuiate the retrieved data, and issue range
queries and nearest neighbor queries. An Rtree data strucrure is implemented to handle the
queries. The Terrafly i.nformation server uses
multithreading to achieve better performance. A
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